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1. WARNING 

 
The below-indicated safety precautions and general warnings must be carefully observed during 
all phases of use, maintenance and servicing of the instrument to avoid damages to persons, 
animals and property. 
UNAOHM TECHNOLOGY S.r.l. assumes no responsibility  for incorrect use of the 
instrument or if the norms specified are not followed. 
 

1.1. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
• Power the instrument with a battery with voltage indicated in the specifications. 
• This instrument has been designed for indoor use. Do not expose it to rain or dripping. 
• Do not use the instrument in explosive environments due to the presence of  gas or 

inflammable fumes or dust. 
• Do not turn on the instrument immediately after transferring it from a very cold place to a hot 

one, to avoid condensation. 
• Do not obstruct the instrument’s cooling slit fenditures or place it near strong sources of heat. 
• For prolonged use in the lab or in fixed places, the instrument should be removed from the 

carrying case to allow for better heat dissipation. 
• We recommend periodic inspection of the bag. As soon as a sign of wear is noticed, substitute 

it. 
• For battery we recommend: 
 
1. Do not shortcircuit the battery since it may explode. 
2. Do not immerse the battery in water or place it in a flame. 
3. Do not perforate or try to open the battery. 
4. When substituting the battery, use a similar one and dispose of the old one in the special 

ecological disposal containers. 
5. Do not connect the battery with inverted polarity. 
 

 This symbol will appear when it is necessary for the user to consult the instruction 
manual for additional information and in order to protect the instrument from damage. 
 
 

 
Mark  

This instrument is in conformity with the following  standards and documents: 
 

EN 50082-1*EN 55011*EN 61000-3-2*EN61000-3-3*IEC 801-2*IEC801-3* IEC 801-4 
 

Safety Regulation: EN61010-1 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
The unit generates white noise over a wide frequency range. 
 
In connection with a field strength meter featuring a spectrum analyser, the noise generator 
allows level vs frequency response, signal gain or loss to be measured with accuracy during TV 
receiving system installation, maintenance or proof of performance checks. System parts such as 
filters, attenuators, splitters, coaxial cables, amplifiers can be checked for performance, too. 
 
The measurement simply consists of feeding the device under test with white noise from the 
NG600 and monitoring its response on the field strength meter associated with it. For example, 
connecting a filter under test between the generator and the meter will let through only the 
portion of the white noise which falls within the filter’s frequency response, and this is shown on 
the meter in spectral fashion. The accuracy of this simple measuring technique makes the set up 
just described comparable to units, such as sweep markers or spectrum analysers with tracking 
generators, costing almost five times as much. 
 
The NG600 generates white noise in the 5 to 2500 MHz range. The output signal level of the 
meter depends on the bandwidth of the measuring device (voltmeter, wattmeter etc); in fact  the 
level is directly proportional to it. For example, using a voltmeter with a 1 MHz bandwidth as a 
measuring device, the NG600 delivers an output level @ 80dBµV on 75 ohm. The unit is 
equipped with battery of 9V. Lightweight and portable, the unit comes with a protection nylon 
bag. 
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3. SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Output Features 
Frequency Range  5 to 2500 MHz  
Output Level  Typically (1) 80 dBμV/MHz on 75 ohm  
Output Connector  BNC  
Output Impedance (2)  75 Ω  
Frequency response (on 
connector)  Within ± 2 dB over the entire frequency range   

Stability  Within ± 2 dB (maximum temperature variation ± 20 °C)  
 

POWER SUPPLY 
Operational Run 7 hours with battery of 9V 

 
MECHANICAL 

Size  120 x 75 x 25 mm (Height x Width x Depth)  
Weight (without battery)  140 g  
Finishing  Two compartment nylon bag (instrument and power unit)  

 
AMBIENT  

Calibrating Temperature   23°C ± 5°C  
Operating Temperature  5 to 40°C  
Storing Temperature  -10 to 60°C  
Relative Humidity   80% for temperature up to 31°C (50% derating @ 40°C)  
Maximum Relative 
Humidity  Less than 95%  

Maximum Altitude  2000 m  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) For frequency ranges other than 1 MHz level is: 80dBμV + 10 log10 (band in MHz) dBμV  
(2) Special version: 50 ohm input impedance 
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4. ACCESSORIES 
 
N°1 Battery 9V 
N°1 Bag in nylon 
N°1 Coassiale cable 
N°1 T BNC 
N°1 User’s manual 
 

5. CONTROLS AND CONNECTIONS 
See Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Connections Panel 
 
1. NOISE OUT: BNC output signal connector. 
 
2. POWER SUPPLY:  the pilot LED  "ON"  lights up to indicate that the unit is operating. 
 
3. PWR ON/OFF: Main switch. 
 

6. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

6.1. PREPARING THE INSTRUMENT FOR USE 
For safety reasons, the instruments purchased with the battery leave our warehouse with the 
connector-terminated lead of the battery disconnected. It is therefore necessary that the buyer, 
before using the instrument, reconnects it.  This operation may be carried out by simply 
removing the instrument from its bag, and remove the panel of battery access (see Figure 2).  
Connect the female connector of the battery to the male connector which is bolted on the printed 
circuit board of the generator, secure the cover back in place using the four screws, then put the 
generator back into its bag. 
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Figure 2 Battery connections 
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6.2. ALIMENTAZIONE 
The generator has a battery of 9V. 
 

6.3. HOW TO CONNECT THE GENERATOR TO THE DEVICE UNDER TEST 
To transfer the signal from the generator to the device under test, use a coaxial cable  with good  
electrical characteristics. 
It is also important for the termination to match the characteristic impedance of the 75 Ω coaxial  
cable (for 50 Ω  output impedance use a coaxial cable and a  50 Ω termination).  
An unsuitable cable provokes frequency cuts and standing waves which strongly affects the  
frequency response. 
 

7. MAIN APPLICATIONS 
The NG600 allows for numerous measurements  among which: 
 
• Attenuation of the coaxial cables and related frequency response. 
• Attenuation of pass, pick-up and decoupling of resistive or inductive shunters. 
• Pass band or channel filters. 
• Stop band or channel filters. 
• Wide band amplifiers. 
• Selective pass band or channel amplifiers. 
• Frequency converters. 
• Response of a complete installation/distribution system. 
• Localization of open circuits, short circuits, or a considerable mismatch on a cable. 
 
For the most important of these measurements which can, in turn, be used for taking all the other 
ones, we will indicate how to make the set up of the units, which precautions should be taken  
and any warnings to take into consideration to avoid the risk of incorrect measurements. The  
appendix will deal with them in more detail together with some technical matters related to the 
measurements carried out. 
 

7.1. FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENT 
A simplified structure of a typical centralized installation is given in figure 3. 
Note the antenna, headend and the distribution network to which the TV sets are connected.  
There are active elements (wideband or selective amplifiers and converters) and passive  
elements (mixers, band attenuators, pass channel or band filters) in the headend.   
The distribution network delivers the output signals from the headend to the users’ outlets, with  
passive elements composed of dividers, shunters, the coaxial cable and the outlets (terminated 
and/or cascaded). 
For satisfactory reception of the TV signals the distribution response must not introduce  
important distortions in level with respect to frequency.  
The attenuation, i.e. the reduction of the signal level during transit, increases with the frequency.  
It is therefore important to keep attenuation under control.   
Two instruments are necessary to carry out the measurement: the NG600 noise generator and a  
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field strength meter fitted with a spectrum analyser, that will be referred to further on in this  
manual as FSM. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Simplified structure of a typical shared installation  

 
The operations are carried out in two phases. First the instruments are calibrated connecting the 
noise generator to the field strength meter thereby establishing a reference level.  

Then, as indicated in the block diagram in figure 4A :  

1) Apply the signal, supplied by the noise generator, to the input connector of the field strength  

meter tuning it to both the frequency band required (VHF-UHF or SAT).  

2) Set the attenuator of the meter to an input level between 70 and 80 dBµV.  

3) Switch the meter to spectrum function, either expanded (partial view of the bandwidth) or full  

depending on how much of the bandwidth you wish to cover.  
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Note: Ideally, the pattern observed should have a constant amplitude (level) throughout the 

entire frequency range being analysed, but this is difficult to come across since the frequency 

response of each instrument does not guarantee perfect linearity (they both have a certain  

tolerance on linearity). 

Furthermore, the display on the tube may appear poorly defined due to the nature of the “noise”  

signal. To improve it, it may be useful to include a video filter if provided with the field strength  

meter.  
 
 
Once the reference level dB(ref) has been established, disconnect the cable and connect the 
generator to the input of the device under test (DUT) and the FSM to the output of the DUT as 
per figure 4A. As a result, the loss (or gain) of the device will be determined by :  

dB(loss) = dB(ref) -dB(measurement)  

dB(gain) = dB(measurement)  -dB(ref)  

Warning: if the device under test is active with gain and wideband, be careful since the power 
increase due to the extended bandwidth may easily cause overload (remember that each time the 
bandwidth is doubled, corresponds to a 3 dB increase in signal level).  Therefore, if necessary, 
engage some  attenuation on the generator until proportionality is reached. In other words, if a 2 
dB attenuation is inserted on the generator, a similar attenuation should correspond on the 
measuring instrument too.  

For selective devices  (amplifiers, filters, etc.) it is also necessary to adjust the  frequency 
deviation of the spectrum analyser in order to display the response curve at its best.  
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Figure 4  Connections to check the frequency response of a device under test  
 
 
 
Example  
If you wish to measure the gain of a channel amplifier, such as channel 23 covering the 
frequency range  from 486 to 494 MHz (8MHz bandwidth device). 
 
1. Make sure the amplifier accepts  80 dBµV + 10 log (8) = 89 dB without getting into 

saturation at its input (see Appendix). Compatibility of this kind is important since the noise 
generator supplies 80 dBµV each 1MHz bandwidth. 

2. Apply the NG600 generator signal directly to the input connector of the FSM set to 90 dBµV 
full scale and 1 MHz bandwidth, as per Figure 4. Check for a reference level say, at 81 
dBµV. Connect now the amplifier under test between the NG600 and the FSM (with the 
same 1MHz bandwidht), as per Figure 4, and take the level reading (for example, 96 dBµV).  
The amplifier gain will correspond to the dB difference between the two measurements, that 
is: 

 
dB gain = dB measurement – dB reference = 96 – 81 = 15 dB 
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Figure 5 Channel amplifier response taken as measuring example. 
 
 
 

7.2. MEASUREMENT OF DISTANCE TO FAULT (OPEN CIRCUIT OR SHORT 
CIRCUIT) ON A CABLE 

As mentioned previously, it is possible to find the distance at which  a transmission line 
is  strongly mismatched  (up to the case of either a shortcircuit or an open circuit).  

To carry out this measurement it is necessary to use two instruments: the NG600 generator and a 
FSM together with a "T" coaxial connector and the connections are made as shown in Figure 
6A.  

Connect the line in question to the "T" connector. If it is mismatched, standing waves are 
created in it which are visible on the screen of the FSM with half-sine oscillations  as shown in 
figure 6B. The measurement consists of finding out the space, or frequency range  between two 
minima (or maxima), which we will indicate as  "ΔF".  

This "ΔF" frequency may be used to calculate, given the type of coaxial cable  (PE / PEE  -
compact or expanded polyethylene), the distance "L" in meters from the measuring point to the 
point of open circuit (or shortcircuit) along the cable by means of the simple formulas :   

L = 100/ΔF (for dielectric cables in hard polyhetylene PE)  
L = 120/ΔF  (for dielectric cables  in expanded polyhetylene  PEE) 
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Figura 6 Connections for distance to fault calculation  

 
NOTE  the maximum cable length which may be measured depends on the attenuation itself; if 
for example the cable has 20 dB attenuation for 100 meters, possible mismatch will not provoke 
substantial standing waves. We therefore recommend, since the coaxial cable attenuation 
increases with the frequency, carrying out the measurement in  the VHF band (the result does 
not change).  

The maximum measureable distance of the cable depends on the bandwidth of the meter which 
must be, in any case, much lower than ΔF.  

It is evident that for small mismatches it is not possible to carry out a reliable measurement since 
the standing waves are not clearly marked.   

Example  

Suppose that in the installation detailed in Figure 3 the signal  is not present down column A, at  
the user’s outlets 3, 4 and those that follow.  
We can safely say that the failure may be found in the  D1 or D2 shunters or in the cable length  
marked “A”.  
It is therefore necessary to disconnect the  "A" cable from shunter  "D1" and to make the  
connection as indicated in figure 6A.  Some oscillations will then be noticeable on the FSM.  
For example, once having measured a ΔF of 30 MHz as in figure 6B and having noted that the 
cable is of the PEE type, it may be established that the open circuit  (or shortcircuit) is at a 
distance of 4 meters from the point of measurement.  

This distance corresponds to the approximate height of one storye which would then correspond 
to where the "D2" shunter is.  
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It is therefore evident that either the cable or the shunter is defective. To find out which one is 
defective, disconnect the cable from the shunter "D2" and connect a 75 Ω load termination; if the 
standing waves viewed on the FSM disappear, the defect is not in the cable  but in the shunter 
"D2". Otherwise, the cable is defective. 
 

8. APPENDIX – THERMAL NOISE 
 
All electronic components, both passive and active, generate a signal caused by the thermal 
agitation of the electrons that are freed from their respective atoms and move without restraint in 
the conductor. The free electrons are in constant and chaotic motion among the practically still 
atoms in the metal. Their motion, as that of the molecules of a liquid, increases considerably in 
speed as the temperature of the conductor increases and is an electric indication of the 
temperature itself. As a result of the thermal motion of the freed electrons, a conductor may be 
retained neutral only from a global and average point of view, while the number of electrons in 
each part of it changes from one moment to another.  

In particular, across a  resistor there is never at any given moment the same number electrons 
and therefore a difference in potential.  

Since the situation undergoes constant change due to the chaotic motion of the electrons, the 
difference in potential varies continuously in a totally irregular manner while, in any case, 
remaining at an average of  zero.  

We are therefore dealing with zero average voltage with momentary values that are extremely 
low that may be noted only if highly amplified.  This does not, however, signify that it is less 
real than the normal voltages obtained by the generators. Thermal noise spectral distribution  is 
the simplest possible since its spectral density has a constant value φ, from the lowest to the 
highest frequencies.  Theoretical considerations, backed up by specific experimental 
comparisons, confirm that φ is proportional to the “R” resistance and to the absolute temperature 
“T”, according to the relationship φ = 4KTR.  

The simplest case to be referred to is that of a conductor with resistance “R” whose thermal 
noise, due to the free electrons’ agitation, creates an instantaneous voltage Vn  across itself. 
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Figure 7 Equivalent circuit of a noise generator 
 

The equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 7 having ideally taken into consideration  a noise 
generator Vn (generated precisely by the resistance “R”) and by a series resistance free of noise).  
On a practical level, the noise spectrum is always limited by the bandwidth of the device 
in which it is generated or through which it transits.   

With respect to the result, this is equivalent to filtering the noise voltage from the start, picking 
up only the one that crosses the device with the B bandwidth.  

It may therefore be represented by the circuit in Figure 8 in which: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 Equivalent circuit with pass band filter 

 
 
K = 1.38 10 

-23  

Joule degrees Kelvin (Boltzmann constant).  
T = absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin  ( zero degrees centigrade corrisponds to  273 K).  
B = bandwidth in Hz.  
R = resistance value in  Ω. 
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For example:  
 
If “R” has a value of 1000 Ω at an ambient temperautre of 20° C = (273 + 20 = 293 K) and the 
filter has a bandwidth of 1 MHz, the voltage that will develop at the output will be: 
 

 
If the circuit, as is usually the case, is closed on the typical impedance which is the same as that 
of the generator (i.e., 1000 Ω), the voltage is decreased to half (2 µV).  

On the basis of what has been briefly exposed, the  noise generator NG600 may be represented 
with the equivalent circuit as shown in figure 11 where the amplifier “A” has a bandwidth of 
2500 MHz and an internal resistance of 75 Ω. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 9 Final equivalent circuit  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V4 1000  10   293   10 1.38 4Vn 6 -23 μ=⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=
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9. WARRANTY 
 

This UNAOHM instrument is guaranteed against defects in workmanship and 
materials for a period of one year.  Any necessary adjustments or repairs will be 
provided from our works or our representatives’ service centre where the instrument 
is to be delivered packed in adeguate packing AFTER an authorization for return 
has been received.  

The owner’s responsibilities are to use the instrument in accordance with its written 
instructions, to provide transport to and from the factory or its service centre in the 
event service is required, and to provide proof of purchase if requested.  
The warranty is considered void in case of tampering, changes or repairs carried out 
by unauthorized personnel.  
Power supply batteries are not covered by the warranty. 
 
OUT OF WARRANTY SERVICING 
 
We repair and service instruments of our production even once the warranty has 
expired if this is economically the best solution to the customer. The mechanical and 
electronic spare parts are replaceable for a five year period after production when the 
circuits are assembled with discreet components; when integrated circuits are used, 
the supply of spare parts is guaranteed up to the depletion of our stock and, 
depending on the possibility of procuring them on the worldwide market. The repair 
of instruments out of warranty is normally carried out and then the final cost is 
communicated to the customer; the eventual request for an estimate of this cost prior 
to the actual repair must be made at the moment the instrument is returned to the 
factory or local service centre. If the estimate is not accepted, we will debit the 
customer for the costs incurred for the estimate evaluation. To avoid unnecessary 
loss of time, it is very important that the instrument be returned to our factory or 
local service centre accompanied by a proper delivery note, duly completed with all 
the required information, as per the current legal dispositions in force. 
 
 

 
 
MISCELLANEOUS  

The electric block diagram and other drawings included in this manual are only 
indicative. We reserve ourselves the right to make any changes that may be 
necessary without updating the operator’s manual. 

 

Please use the specific forms included in the operator’s manual  or attach a 
letter specifying  the defect found on the instrument, the name of the person to 
contact and the relative telephone number to contact for further information. 
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